Pictured with Vice President KyuJung Whang are Tom King, Tammy Johnson, and Tami Norman (Missing is Mike Swartwout)
Tammy Johnson, Tami Norman, and Mike Swartwout were nominated for Team of the Quarter for their work on the Statler Hotel Room Renovation project. The project consisted of renovating all but a few of the 153 guest rooms of the on campus hotel while it remained occupied. The bathrooms were completely replaced and sleeping areas received paint and wallpaper. These winners proved to be up to the challenge and dove into the project head on from the start. Without the collaboration and teamwork that they brought to the project it certainly could not have been done! The team was confronted with unforeseen conditions immediately upon the contractor starting demolition. They coordinated with E H & S and other campus stakeholders to develop a plan to mitigate what could have stalled the project. They quickly implemented the plan and gave direction to the contractor on how to proceed. The schedule of the first floor to be completed was only extended by two days to deal with this significant finding. The team worked out this necessary extension with the customer to avoid impact to operations. The constant communication with the customer throughout the project was something the team did very well and one of the reasons the project could happen while the hotel was operating. These winners exemplified the service that IPP expects to provide on projects and did so on an extremely challenging project making their efforts worthy of Employee of the Quarter!

Congratulations Tammy, Tami, and Mike!!